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It is also in order that all Bodhisattvas may dwell in the ocean of the
Buddhas’ meritorious virtues. He wishes them to abide in the Buddhas’
ocean of meritorious virtues, so that they themselves can practice and perfect the meritorious virtues of the Buddhas. It is also in order that all seas
of worlds may be adorned with the self-mastery of all Buddhas. This
self-mastery spontaneously adorns all Buddhalands. It is also in order that
the lineage of the TathÁgatas may be perpetuated for all oceans of
eons. Universal Worthy Bodhisattva wants to ensure that the lineage of the
Buddhas never dies off or gets destroyed throughout the oceanic progression of eons of time.
Universal Worthy Bodhisattva also speaks Dharma in order to reveal
the true nature of all dharmas in all seas of worlds. Nothing in this
world is real. However, within that unreality, the actual nature of True
Suchness is revealed; and so it is not totally illusory. It is also in order to
explain the teachings according to the ocean of all beings’ measureless capacities to understand. If their understanding is small, then he
explains just a little; if their understanding is great, then he explains more
profound principles. For those who have a total, all-encompassing
understanding, he explains the true nature of all things.
It is also in order to expediently bring forth Buddhadharma in
accord with the ocean of all beings’ potentials. In order to do this, a
Bodhisattva is always sympathetic to beings and understands their dispositions.
When he understands their dispositions, he then uses all kinds of expedient
methods to lead them to believe in the Buddha. He complies with their
wishes and gives them whatever makes them happy. If you understand
what makes beings happy, you can speak Dharma for them. He speaks also
in order to fulfill the ocean of beings’ wishes and joys and to topple
their mountains of obstacles, that is to say, their arrogance and selfsatisfaction. It is also in order to be attuned to the ocean of all beings’
mental activity so as to lead them to purely cultivate the essential
path of escape. Always attuned to the ocean of beings’ mental activity, he
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leads them to cultivate the pure dharma doors of the essential path of
escape from the Three Realms. It is also in order that all Bodhisattvas
may dwell in the ocean of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s vows.
For all these reasons, Universal Worthy Bodhisattva wishes to speak
Dharma for beings.

Sutra:
At that time Universal Worthy Bodhisattva further wished to lead
the oceanic assemblies in the limitless bodhimaÜÉas to become joyful and happy; to produce even greater delight toward the Dharma;
to evince genuine belief and understanding as vast as an ocean; to
purely cultivate the treasury body of the Dharma Realm through
its universal gate; to become firmly established in the ocean of
Universal Worthy’s vows; to purely cultivate the wisdom eye that
impartially enters the three periods of time; to expand the great
sea of wisdom that universally illuminates the treasury of all worlds;
to produce the power of dhÁraÜÍ that supports all Dharma wheels;
to exhaustively reveal the states of the Buddhas in all bodhimaÜÉas
; to expound the dharma doors of all TathÁgatas; and to expand the
deeply profound nature of All-Wisdom to be as vast as the Dharma
Realm. Thereupon he spoke verses.
Commentary:
At that time Universal Worthy Bodhisattva further wished to lead
the oceanic assemblies in the limitless bodhimaÜÉas to become joyful and happy. He spoke the Dharma out of a wish that the innumerable,
sea-vast assemblies of Buddhas throughout the lands of the ten directions
would rejoice. He also wished that beings would produce even greater
delight toward the Dharma. When people get angry, their tempers can
be tremendous. If some people were as dauntless in studying the
Buddhadharma as they are when angry, they would definitely become
Buddhas. If some people’s resolve to cultivate were as intense as their
thoughts of desire, they would certainly succeed in their cultivation. If
some people were as interested in studying the Buddhadharma as they are
in pursuing the opposite sex, they would very quickly become Buddhas.
Unfortunately, however, people emphasize worldly dharmas and look
lightly upon world-transcending dharmas. Therefore, Universal Worthy
Bodhisattva wishes to inspire them to thirst for the Buddha to give a
Dharma talk.
To evince genuine belief and understanding as vast as an ocean,
and also to purely cultivate the treasury body of the Dharma Realm
through its universal gate. In cultivating the Dharma of the Dharma
Realm, entered through the universal door, one obtains a “seed body”
that pervades space to the ends of the Dharma Realm. For this reason,
also, Universal Worthy Bodhisattva speaks the Dharma.
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He wants beings to become firmly established and settled in the
ocean of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s vows; to purely cultivate the wisdom eye that impartially enters the three periods of
time. Universal Worthy Bodhisattva wishes to enable beings to cultivate
the wisdom eye that enters the past, present, and future with complete
equanimity.
He also wants beings to expand the great sea of wisdom that
universally illuminates the treasury of all worlds, so that all worlds
everywhere are illumined by the deep sea of wisdom. He wishes beings
to produce the power of dhÁraÜÍ that supports all Dharma wheels.
One produces the power of dhÁraÜÍ, so that one can maintain the
wheels of the Buddhadharma.
He also wishes beings to exhaustively reveal the states of the
Buddhas in all bodhimaÜÉas. In all Way-places, the states of the Buddhas are revealed in order to instruct beings. Universal Worthy Bodhisattva
also wishes beings to expound the dharma doors of all TathÁgatas,
so that all beings obtain the Buddhadharma and are able to expand the
deeply profound nature of All-Wisdom to be as vast as the Dharma
Realm, so that their wisdom-nature becomes as vast as the Dharma
Realm. Universal Worthy Bodhisattva spoke Dharma for all these reasons,
and wishing to reiterate his meaning, he thereupon spoke verses.
It is not Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s position that is great, but his
vow-power and the power of his practice. Due to his Ten Kings of
Vows, he is called Universal Worthy of Great Conduct and Great Vows.
He is the highest among the Bodhisattvas, the eldest among all disciples
of all Buddhas. The four Bodhisattvas, Samantabhadra, Avalokiteävara,
MañjuärÍ, and Kçitigarbha, (Universal Worthy, Contemplator of the
World’s Sounds, Wonderfully Auspicious, and Earth Store), are the loftiest
leaders among the Bodhisattvas, and their states are inconceivable.
Although Universal Worthy Bodhisattva has received strength from
the Buddhas, he also has gained power from his own cultivation. He
works hard and makes vows that most Bodhisattvas do not make. None
has made vows as vast as his; they exhaust space and the Dharma Realm.
“Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s Conduct and Vows,” chapter forty of
the Flower Adornment Sutra, describes his vows and practices. If you read
it, you’ll understand that no other Bodhisattva can compare to him.
Thus, he is the Dharma host of the Flower Adornment Sutra and the eldest
disciple of all Buddhas.

Sutra:
With deep wisdom and merit like a sea,
Buddhas manifest throughout the ten directions’ limitless lands,
Responding in accord with what beings ought to see.
Universally radiant, they turn the Dharma wheel.
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Commentary:
Universal Worthy Bodhisattva clearly explains why the Dharma is spoken. He
says, “The Buddhas’ wisdom is profound, and their meritorious virtues resemble the sea. Their wisdom and meritorious virtues are inconceivable. With
deep wisdom and merit like a sea, / Buddhas manifest throughout the
ten directions’ limitless lands, / Responding in accord with what beings ought to see.” Buddhas respond according to beings’ causes and conditions and manifest whatever they ought to see. Universally radiant, with wisdom light that pervasively illumines the Dharma Realm, they turn the Dharma
wheel.
Sutra:
Inconceivable, the ten directions’ seas of lands:
Through countless eons, the Buddhas purified them all.
In order to transform beings and bring them to maturity,
The Buddhas appear in each and every land.
Commentary:
Inconceivable, the ten directions’ seas of lands: They are too numerous
to be grasped by the mind. Throughout countless eons in the past, the
Buddhas adorned and purified them all. / In order to transform beings
and bring them to maturity, so that their bodhi fruit ripens, the Buddhas
appear in each and every land. Undaunted by trouble or suffering, the Buddhas travel to all those seas of lands.
Sutra:
Deep beyond conception: the realm of Buddhas.
They show all beings the way to enter.
Beings inclined to the small, who cling to existence
Fail to fathom the Buddhas’ awakening.
Commentary:
Deep beyond conception: the realm of Buddhas. The state of a Buddha is
wonderful and ineffable; there is nothing more profound. It cannot be apprehended by the use of reasoning, thinking, or considering. They show all beings the way to enter. Although it’s difficult for beings to understand, the
Buddhas instruct them and make them understand this principle.
Beings inclined to the small refers to those fond of the dharmas of the
lesser vehicle. If they delight in small matters, then they cannot fathom great
matters. Beings who cling to existence remain caught up in the Three
Realms—the Desire Realm, the Form Realm, and the Formless Realm—which
further divide into the Twenty-five Planes of Existence. Attached to the characteristics of existence, they are unable to let go, and so they fail to fathom
the Buddhas’ awakening. They cannot understand the Dharma spoken by
the Buddhas.
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